
AZURE GROUP SMART TIPS 
People and Management

HOW TO DRIVE PERFORMANCE FROM YOUR 
MANAGEMENT TEAM



One of the key ingredients successful companies have is a good management team that can 
steer the company and equip the business for ongoing growth. 

However, ensuring you get the best performance from your management team requires 
planning and strategy so that the team is empowered to achieve and also accountable for their 
results. 

We went straight to our leader Michael Derin, Managing Partner of Azure Group and asked him 
to give us his hot tips on what he believes makes up a good management team.

•	 A Good management team is necessary for growth, it’s rare to hear of a successful 
company established and run by an individual entrepreneur it’s the team that is backing 
the entrepreneur that can make a significant impact

•	 Investors are more likely to be attracted to your idea if you have a strong management 
team in place

•	 It’s also about having the necessary experience and skills to drive the organisation and a 
management team doing jobs that they are experienced in to drive a business forward

•	 It’s also about having a management team that can take the burden off the business 
owner

Q: What difference does a good management team make to a business?
A:    Michael Derin



•	 As I mentioned experience is a must, but it’s also important to have varied expertise 
within your management team, so that you have the right people doing the right jobs 
throughout the organisation.

•	 Flexibility: to be able to meet ever changing market conditions and changes within the 
business

•	 Someone that promotes the strengths of their team members
•	 Someone that operates with an open door policy: to encourage communication

Q: Are there certain qualities you look for when building your 
management team?
A:    Michael Derin

•	 A common reason that disputes arise is when managers are seen to be not pulling their 
weight

•	 To deal with disputes you may need outside and objective mediation. Many business don’t 
utilise mediation because they believe they handle it internally or believe the expense to be 
too costly

•	 If you establish a value-driven culture in your business where everyone, including 
managers are striving for the same objectives and share a common vision, you’ll less likely 
have disputes within the organisation 

•	 It’s important to make your management team accountable and empower them to be 
decision makers for their team and ideas driven for the overall business.

Q: What normally causes disputes within the management team? 
A:    Michael Derin



•	 Accountability is about expectations and how they are met
•	 If you create a corporate structure where managers roles and responsibilities are clearly 

defined with key performance indicators, you are less likely  to find yourself in a dispute 
situation

•	 Accountability and KPIs allow for performance to be monitored and measured so that 
issues can be quickly dealt with before problems arise

Q: What normally causes disputes within the management team? 
A:    Michael Derin

•	 It’s surprising how many owners are guilty of micromanaging and it can really hinder the 
business. 

•	 Give managers the flexibility and freedom to manage their areas of expertise
•	 Set up the business to run like a medium-large corporate operation rather than a small 

business. It is the mindset of the management team and directors that make all the 
difference 

Q: We all know the well known scenario where owners of small 
businesses tend to work ‘in’ the business rather than ‘on’ it. 
How can they go about depending on their management team?
A:    Michael Derin
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Want more smart tips?  
VISIT

www.azuregroup.com.au

Azure Group are engaged regularly to provide advice and support 
around human capital matters for our clients. 

For all your human capital needs speak to our team who are only too 
happy to provide updated information and tips.

To effect this change you will need to have:

1. Clearly defined roles  
2. Accountability for executive management
3. Regular board meetings  
4. Strategic ideas generation and a culture of improvement

https://www.facebook.com/AzureGroup
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-azure-group
https://www.youtube.com/user/AzureGroupAustralia
http://feeds.feedburner.com/AzureGroupBlog
https://twitter.com/Azure_Group
http://www.azuregroup.com.au/resources/blog/employee-share-schemes/
http://www.azuregroup.com.au

